HAS HOPE IN ZIONISM

Miss Szold Lectures Before Jewish Woman's Alliance.

WARNS AGAINST STAGNATION

Adopts a Resolution Expressing Gratitude Over the Acquittal of Bella at Kiev—Never Expects Another Ritual Murder Trial, Even in Russia.

Zionism, as the greater hope of Judaism, is the cause of Miss Szold, of New York, in an illustrated lecture delivered last evening before the Jewish Woman's Alliance of Pittsburgh, meeting at Eighth Street in the International Congress of Women, and lecturer of repute on Jewish life and history.

"We have been good, doleful pupils of other nations," she said, "but we have never been so ready to do them a wrong. Our Jewish race is a force. Judaism is not a wallflower of stagnation."

Urges Return to Palestine

Miss Szold said that her race "has been uprooted, left without a home, with a heavy price back on earth and a right to reestablish itself."

The place to accomplish this, she declared, is Palestine, where no Jew has ever been able to get to see.

"The very olive branch of our forefathers," she said, "shame the cradle of our religion. Palestine is especially fitted, agriculturally, commercially, and industrially."

The lecture was well received by the audience. Miss Szold said that the Jewish people have settled there, after one generation, and have flourished.

Miss Szold warned against the financial difficulties of the state, and urged that the Allies should open the land to the Old World immigration.

The lecture was illustrated with views of Jewish life in Palestine.

Text of the Resolution

The resolution adopted by the Alliance unanimously followed.

"We, the Alliance of Jewish Women of the District of Columbia, having followed the trials in Palestine and the acquisitive conduct of the Balfour case in England, and have been struck by the unmitigated shame of the Balfour case in the Orient, hereby express our absolute conviction of the great need of returning to the Balfour case at once and deciding upon the question of the conquest of the Holy Land and the possession of the Holy Mountain by the Jews."

The Alliance for the establishment of a Jewish state in Palestine, and the Alliance has decided to establish a Jewish state in the Holy Land in accordance with the Balfour declaration of the British government, and the Alliance has resolved to make a contribution of five thousand dollars to the fund for the establishment of a Jewish state in the Holy Land."

We hereby declare our allegiance to the Balfour declaration of the British government, and we hereby declare our willingness to contribute our share to the establishment of a Jewish state in the Holy Land, and we hereby declare our willingness to contribute our share to the establishment of a Jewish state in the Holy Land.